The Ojo Campground
We ask that campers keep tents within the campground boundary, which runs along the river up
to the junction of the suspension bridge trail and respect areas marked ‘no camping’. No cooking
is allowed in the campground and all food should be stored in the pavilion. The Ojo can provide
some tents and other camping gear for an extra cost.

The campground lies along the banks of the Rio Ojo Caliente and contains many cottonwoods.
This insures plenty of shaded tent sites in the warm months and many sunny tent sites in chillier
months. The ground is mostly sand, easy to be barefoot in and the area in general is quite
sheltered from the wind.

The Layout

The layout of the main campground is defined by low barriers such as rope guides or rock edges.
The main area as a whole runs along the east side of the Rio Ojo Caliente with main access steps
to the river conveniently located.
Tent sites are not individually marked but chosen by each group and individual and must fall
within the marked boundaries. Most of the area around the campground is under restoration
and it is not recommended walking there barefoot.

Moving around the area

There is low key lighting that makes it easy to follow the main trail from the campground to the
pavilion. The Ojo Rainbow is the preferred route to the pavilion and it too has lighting for
nighttime travel. Privacy fencing separates the camp parking area from tent sites.
The campground is only a few steps from the Hogan. There is also a rain shelter near the south
end of the campground where bags can be left out of the rain. Two picnic tables, and two raised
platforms are in place.

Toilets

There are two toilets in the campground. These are always stocked with plenty of paper. They
are cleaned daily or more frequently as needed and each has a hand wash station that is kept
stocked with liquid soap and water.

Remote sites

Along the river and north of the main campground are 5 ‘remote’ sites. These all lie along the
river trail towards the suspension bridge, two before the Rainbow and three past it. These sites
are tucked into the trees and provide a little extra privacy.
A note about floods:
The Rio Ojo is a truly wild river that is subject to flash flooding. The main campground has not
flooded since inception, but it does lie within the primary floodplain of the river. Most floods
easily stay within the banks of the river, but larger floods (once or twice every few years or so)
can jump the banks. This generally happens well upstream of The Ojo and floodwaters spread
out into the surrounding floodplain. This fast moving but inches deep water generally does not
pose risk to life but can soak a tent rather quickly. We know when we can expect large floods
before they happen and will give plenty of ample warning. These events can be generally
predicted hours or days in advance by watching radar images and general weather trends.

